
00:13:55 Colin Zaccagnio: can you please advise on how to add multiple titles to a single 

user 

00:21:04 paul wilfert: did you say that academy director is going to be an option as a 

title/position for a user this season or did you say it will be a mandatory position this year? 

00:21:32 Michelle Hudson: yes - for club user. 

00:22:25 Maria Maxwell: yeah I have a lot showing lol 

00:35:23 Tanis Aiken-Smith: in order to have my teams available I had to go into their main 

page and change the competitive level 

00:36:37 Tanis Aiken-Smith: many of us are coming over from us club who verified the BC - 

how do we remove the us club association from our players and release their BC from being locked 

00:37:20 Malissa Iler: Reacted to "many of us are comin..." with      

00:37:27 Kevin Merkaj: When can we register teams for Academy league? 

00:40:12 Jessica Sconyers: Replying to "When can we register..." 

  

Academy Registration doesn't open until August 1 

00:40:34 Schyler Ackerman: Replying to "in order to have my ..." 

  

Hi Tanis, Jill demonstrated how teams competitive levels can be changed from the event registration 

page. Did you have further questions regarding this? 

00:43:15 Jessica Sconyers: Do we need to reset our teams? Or will that automatically 

happen when we archive our players? 

00:45:09 Tanis Aiken-Smith: Replying to "in order to have my ..."no   got it 

00:45:24 Schyler Ackerman: Reacted to "no   got it" with      

00:48:30 Jessica Sconyers: I guess my question is, how do I get my team rosters clear of 

players so I can start fresh again? Is that the "Reset Team" button? 

00:49:23 Jessica Sconyers: Thank you. I just wanted to make sure that was how or if I was 

supposed to go through Roster Builder to remove them. 

00:51:29 Tanis Aiken-Smith: do we still have the issue with the roster lock not allowing to 

manager tournament rosters 

00:59:02 Maria Maxwell: its still a remove and then roster again into the dummy team 



01:02:14 Stephanie Salem: can I have more information about direct registration? 

01:02:20 Tanis Aiken-Smith: Thank you Dolores 

01:05:04 Jessica Sconyers: How do we add or edit coaches for the teams we need to apply 

for Open League or Advanced League? 

01:05:07 Schyler Ackerman: Replying to "can I have more info..." 

  

Hi Stephanie, you will need to connect with Michelle regarding direct registration. 

01:05:31 Stephanie Salem: Replying to "can I have more info..." 

 01:06:44 Amanda Shaffer: So would we need to create another repository and have 

parents re upload? 

01:10:20 Teisha Bruyn: Should we be "archiving" coaches like we do the players? like Jill 

showed us earlier 

01:11:53 Teisha Bruyn: Reacted to "Should we be "archiv..." with      

01:15:56 Kyle Cornell: How soon can recording be sent out? 

01:18:43 Rafael R Rodriguez: Can coaches and managers due the safe sport and other 

requirements now? Or do we wait until July 1st. 

01:20:09 Schyler Ackerman: Replying to "How soon can recordi..." 

  

Hi Kyle, I do not have an exact date on when the recording will be shared. This recording will be sent to 

ASA first so they can make edits. Then it will be sent out to all clubs and posted on ASA’s onboarding 

website and we will get this done as soon as possible. We will also be having another zoom session 

tonight at 6:30 Arizona where the same topics will be covered 

01:22:16 Stephanie Salem: thanks for all the information! 

01:34:38 paul wilfert: if a player went through the international clearance in the past do they 

need to do it again each continuing season? 

01:35:01 paul wilfert: or is it a one time clearance process? 

01:35:36 Dolores Abernathy: No the player does not .  Unless the player has gone and played 

outside of the US after receiving clearance 

01:35:51 Candy Moore: Reacted to "No the player does n…" with      

01:38:01 Guillermo Samaniego: Reacted to "No the player does n…" with      



01:46:00 Stephanie Salem: If a player's photo is better from last season (resolution or 

whatever), if the player looks relatively the same, can we use the old photo? Or does the photo need to 

be new every year? 

01:47:02 Amanda Shaffer: Are the player ASA requirements also not available until after 

July 1 

01:49:07 Dolores Abernathy: yes, you can use the old photo 

01:49:30 Jessica Sconyers: How much is the new risk management cost per person? 

01:49:48 Dolores Abernathy: 14.50 is new cost 

01:49:57 Jessica Sconyers: Reacted to "14.50 is new cost" with      

02:00:39 Samantha Bauman: the link for "how to access safesport course from gotsport 

account" doesn't work. 

02:04:49 Dolores Abernathy: Replying to "the link for "how to..." 

  

Our apologies.  Here is the link to the Got Sport support article: 

02:04:58 Dolores Abernathy: Replying to "the link for "how to..." 

https://gotsport.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/7660623487895-How-to-Complete-SafeSport-Age-18 

02:06:13 Dolores Abernathy: Replying to "the link for "how to..." 

  

Here is the support article for players under 18:     https://gotsport.zendesk.com/hc/en-

us/articles/4423288918039-How-to-Complete-SafeSport-Under-the-Age-of-18 

02:08:17 Amanda Shaffer: Are those available for players to fill out yet? I am only seeing 

the 23/24 forms 

02:22:36 Andrew Weber: This recording will be sent to us correct. 

02:22:49 James Parsons: Thank you Jill, Michelle, Dolores 

02:22:56 Stephanie Salem: Thank you so much 

02:23:09 Glair Bender: Thaks 
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